
The RESET transforms the world’s most iconic stages into sanctuaries
of stillness and sound. At the exciting crossroads of wellness and music,
this electro-acoustic sonic immersion is created by expertly blending
improvisational singing, live looping, sound healing instruments and
electronic beats. Before they know it, participants find themselves in
deeper connection with each other, their surroundings, and most
importantly, themselves. The experience begins with exercises that
engage community and then moves seamlessly into mindful awareness of
breath, space and sound. This culminates in a one-of-a-kind ambient
concert lasting 60 to 75 minutes.

Learn more at theresetsoundexperience.com

NOTABLE PARTNERS INCLUDE

AN IMMERSIVE SOUND HEALING EXPERIENCE 

Never before has student
well-being been more
central in the focus of
schools and universities.
The stressors of the
modern world acutely
reveal themselves in
academia, where
students find themselves
struggling. The RESET is
an innovative and
inspiring approach to 

Davin Youngs is a true musical innovator
who believes in the transformational
power of singing, voice and sound. He
has dedicated his life's work to using his
voice to help others step into the power of
their own. As the creator of The RESET,
Davin relies heavily on improvisational
singing, looping and sound healing
instruments to create a sonic container for
restoration, discovery and healing.

A voice coach for more than 20 years,  
Davin guides some of today’s most
influential voices and hosts the highly
rated Free Your Voice, Free Your Life
podcast. 

He is also the creator of VOXUS, an
experience that quickly brings groups
into the powerful experience of
improvised singing and he is a featured
teacher and musician on the Insight Timer
meditation app.

FOR SCHOOLS AND UNIVERSITIES

helping young people develop healthy coping mechanisms for the
challenges they face. From 30 to 5,000 participants, the communal
aspect of this sound immersion fosters a sense of unity and belonging
among students, creating a supportive environment that encourages
social connection and emotional well-being. 

Not to mention, The RESET is creatively invigorating. Students have
never experienced anything quite like this and they will walk away with
new curiosities around what might  be possible as they create their
future.

LEARNING AND RESIDENCY OPTIONS

Establishing a Creative Career in the Healing Arts
The Sound of You: A Voice Workshop for Authentic Embodied
Expression
Spontaneous Song: An Improvised Singing Workshop
Music for Transformation: A Holistic Approach to Creative
Expression
Becoming Sound: A Mindful Approach to Making Music

Davin is happy to combine The RESET with learning and creative
residency options. Additional workshop themes can include but are not
limited to:

TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS
The RESET is best experienced in unique and beautiful spaces. From
theater stages to chapels to museums, the more creative the better. The
host is responsible for amplified sound which will vary depending on
space. If a subwoofer is available, it is desired. During The RESET, the
performer is on an 8'x8' riser using a loop station/pedal board and
microphone which are self contained and only require a stereo input to
the house mixing console. Participants are on mats on the floor, either in
front of or surrounding the performer.

ARTIST’S FEE: $5k + TRAVEL & ACCOMODATIONS

ABOUT THE RESET

ABOUT THE CREATOR

Discover more at davinyoungs.com and email iam@davinyoungs.com
with questions.
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